DIANA SANFORD MAY 17-20, 2017
Greetings workshop participants! Below are additional materials and notes for the JAM 2!
In addition to the basic materials list, please bring:
2 boards (so you can work back and forth and for drying time)
A small spray bottle and Isopropyl alcohol (any strength...ordinary drug store alcohol)
Golden semi-gloss gel medium – regular (Bring your own or share mine)
Transparent gesso (I use Liquitex because its thin...a different brand is fine)
A journal or small notebook
Large palette knife/paint scraper or plenty of old membership cards for spreading material
Optional: A portable/folding stool ... we may make it out one day
Some of your own photos ...on paper or your phone/pad
Acrylics, or any other materials you might want to bring
You’ll use 18-20 papers over the course of the workshop and same suggestions apply but you’ll be using even
more material – so the stronger the paper the better.
Dakota can supply you with most of the materials so be sure to check with them.
Assignment :
(Yes...you’ve seen this before! Remember or bring your words...or better yet, do it again it might have
changed)
Take whatever time you have to spread out a lot of your work in front of you…gather it somehow…and/or,
look at other artists work. As you look, write down words that come to you that describe in some way what
you like about what you see…why something appeals or intrigues you. For example, your list might have
words like: atmospheric, bright, moody, playful, has story or narrative, romantic, bold, mysterious, transformative, contrast, texture, rich surface, ambiguous, gritty, challenging, dramatic, movement, etc...

You may purchase your art supplies at Dakota Art Pastels at an additional workshop discount of 10%.
Call us at 888-345-0067 two weeks before class and we will have your order ready the day of registration.
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